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Methods are developed to treat the nonlinear propagation of edge dislocations in atomic
lattices. Static or low-velocity calculations incorporate Eshelby's analytic solution of the
elastic equations. At higher, even transonic velocities, a novel fixed-displacement
boundary is used to allow steady-state propagation of edge dislocations. These
techniques are applied to crystals with the triangular-lattice structure. The dependence
of the Peierls-Nabarro strain and propagation velocity on . the range of the forces is
studied. Propagation at higher strains and nonlinear effects, transonic dislocation
velocities and climb, are also described.
PACS numbers: 62.20.Fe, 61.70.Ga, 62.30.+d

I. INTRODUCTION
The realization that plastic flow occurs through the mo
tion of disclocations has produced a tremendous litera
ture. H The cause of dislocation motion is elastic strain. In
turn, the motion relieves strain and shear stress. At the time
of this conceptual breakthrough in understanding flow, a
direct computer simulation of dislocation motion, with real
istic forces and crystal structures, lay beyond the capacity of
computing machines. The calculations carried out were usu
ally linear and used highly idealized interparticle forces.
Conclusions drawn from such calculations cannot be trusted
without a painstaking evaluation of their underlying
approximations.
At present the problem of propagating dislocations de
serves reinvestigation because computers can now treat
three-dimensional crystals with thousands of particles and
realistic force laws. Progress continues toward finding the
force laws between atoms of various kinds,6 although much
remains to be done.
Because completely realistic problems are so time con
suming, it is worthwhile to develop methods for solving
them by using the available simpler models. It is in this spirit
that we study a model realistic enough to contain the physics
of dislocation motion, but still simple enough to permit a
thorough exploration of computational techniques. Al
though- our studies involve isolated dislocations, we expect
that the single-dislocation results reported here can be incor
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porated in dynamic simulations ofmany interacting disloca
tions. These systems can be compared with corresponding
continuum models 7 and used to study high-pressure stress
relaxation and work hardening.
The present paper describes work on an atomic scale
and is most closely related to that of Sanders, Weiner, and
Celli. 8-13 The background for the numerical work owes much
to Verlet, Alder, and Vineyard 14- 16 who developed the nu
merical methods for calculating macroscopic properties in
terms of microscopic Hamiltonians.
Most atomic-scale numerical work on dislocations has
followed Weiner's lead in using the Rosenstock-Newell
models, in which particles on a square lattice interact
through both central and noncentral forces. Our own crys
tals differ both in structure and in the forces used. We couple
the horizontal and vertical directions through central forces
and allow motion in both directions. We feel that this com
plexity is essential for meaningful agreement with
experjment.
We discuss here the model, the boundary conditions,
and specific techniques useful for determining the propaga
tion characteristics of dislocations. We also point out some
independent nonlineareffects observed during the course of
this investigation.

II. THE MODEL
The crystals considered here have the triangular lattice
structure. The equilibrium vibrational properties for this
crystal are known. 17-19 Figure 1 shows the structure. There
are three sets of glide planes along which dislocation motion
can occur. Each particle has six near neighbors, except in the
vicinity of lattice defects. The triangular lattice has the ad
vantage, relative to the square lattice, of mechanical stability
when central short-range forces are used. The triangular lat
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FIG. 2. Interatomic potential functions, <1>(r), used in dislocation calcula
tions. The two piecewise-linear-force potential functions correspond to at
tractive-force zeros at do and do + 2w. The potentials shown here, for
wido 0.10 and 0.175, are the extreme members of the set considered. The
modified Lennard-Jones potential is also shown. All the potentials we have
used have the same force constant K and the same stress-free density.

FIG. 1. Two kinds of boundary conditions are illustrated. The boundary
particles in the upper crystal strip are displaced according to Eshelby's
velocity-dependent solution of the continuum elasticity equations. The up
per and lower rows of particles in the lower crystal occupy fixed positions
with the crystal boundaries fiat. This problem has also been solved in the
approximation of continuum elasticity. The fiat boundaries are useful in
studying dislocation propagation and climb.

phase "shock propagation" have not successfully incorpo
rated dislocation motion and relaxation.
The equation of state for shock compression is found
from the equilibrium equation of state. In the piecewise-lin
ear case we have
pV/N=fKd~(p-ll2_p~l)+~kT(1-2p-l/lti;

E/N=~d~(p-1I2-1)2+2kT.

tice is also elastically isotropic, facilitating comparisons with
continuum elasticity theory. Each particle interacts with its
neighbors through a pairwise-additive force law. In most of
. our work these pairwise forces are piecewise linear.
Because the forces we use are central and allow for mo
tion in both the horizontal and vertical directions, we expect
our results to be in reasonable correspondence with those
obtained for real crystals. It is of course essential to use not
only the correct crystal structure but also realistic repulsive
forces in any attempt to correlate model flow calculations
with experiments on real materials. We have carried out sev
eral dislocation calculations using a representative "realis
tic" potential in order to indicate the effect of anharmoni
city. Linear forces, on the other hand, are unrealistically
soft, due to the absence of anharmonic respulsions. One ef
fect of the reduced repulsions is a negative thermal expan
sion coefficient. 20 Nevertheless, linear forces are advanta
geous in exploratory work, in spite of excessive softness,
because the softer linear forces lessen the number depen
dence of the computed results by reducing the core size.
Both the harmonic and anharmonic interatomic poten
tials appear in Figure 2. By using the quasiharmonic Ein
stein approximation to calculate solid-phase properties for
the piecewise-linear force law, we can locate the state points
reached by shock compression. These equilibrium pressure
volume states are achieved after the original longitudinal
stress relaxes through dislocation motion. The details of the
relaxation process are crucial to the understanding of high
speed deformation. 21 So far, computer studies 22- 24 of solid
830
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FIG. 3. Hugoniot equation of state for the piecewise-linear~force crystals.
The curve represents the pressure-volume states reached by single-shock
compression from the static-lattice zero-pressure state. The calculation uses
the qnasiharmonic approximation to the solid-phase equation of state, and
terminates near the melting point.
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nal energy. N is the number ofpartic1es. The interparticle
lattice spacing is d (with do the stress-free zero-temperature

the stretches are small with respect to do) the "macroscopic"
energy calculated from u(r) via continuum elasticity theory,

5.

value), and Vo = ! V3Nd K is the Hooke's-Iaw force con
stant, k is Boltzmann's constant, andp is Vo/V= (do/d)2.
Combining the equation of state (1) with the Hugoniot rela
tion for a material shocked from the stress-free zero-tem
perature state to a final state with volume V, pressure P, and
internal energy E,

E=!P(Vo- V),

(2)

gives the pressure-volume equation of state shown in Fig. 3.
Ifwe use the melting-point estimates discussed below, we
find that the melting line crosses the Hugoniot at about 40%
compression. In the Lennard-Jones case melting occurs near
25% compression. This means that instantaneous strains of
the order of 0.1 0 can be expected in high-frequency solid
phase deformations.
The piecewise-linear Hugoniot equation ofstate is:
qualitatively pathological, in that it lies below the zero-tem
perature isotherm. Fortunately this anomaly, a consequence
of negative thermal expansion, is quantitatively unimpor
tant. On the scale of Fig. 3 the Hugoniot and zero-tempera
ture equations of state are nearly indistinguishable from
each other. In the Lennard-Jones case about one-third ofthe
melting pressure is thermal.

-

Our model's soft linear forces extend to a distance rang
ing arbitrarily from 1.20 to 1.35 times the strain-free inter
particle spacing do. The maximum attractive force occurs at
half the maximum stretch of 2w. For real materials, such as
the rare gases, 6 the maximum force occurs at about I.IId"..
The Johnson potential for iron 25 has a maximum force at
1.17do•
For any w the Lame constants A andTJ are equal. Direct
calculation gives the results

(3)
where K is the interparticle potential force constant. The
zero-stress transverse and longitudinal sound speeds are
c t =0.6I2 and C 1 = 1.061, respectively, in units of do(K/mY!z.
An exact correspondence with the Rosenstock-Newell
model is impossible because that model sets the elastic con
stant C l2 equal to zero.
Microscopic representations of collective macroscopic
properties of the crystal model can be used to correlate the
atomic and continuum viewpoints. Consider the potential
energy, for example. If we write the microscopic potential
energy <Pa of the crystal in terms of the extensions /3 of the
bonds, we have

<Pa= I !K/3 2 ,

!f dru:€,
where u and

€

(6)

are the stress and strain

tensors.z~

Another evidence of the close correspondence between
the microscopic and macroscopic (atomic and continuum)
views of our crystal model can be'seen by taking the contin
uum displacement field to be a piecewise-quadratic function
of the locations of the nodal points:

u(r)

Uo

+ A·r + B ; rr.

(7)

Now consider the equation ormotion. The stress divergence
gives the nodal accelerations. These follow from the strains,
where the coordinates of seven contiguous particles (in the
shape ofa hexagon) can be usedto find !to, A, and B Eq. (7).
The set of 14 equati'OM in 12 unknowns has a unique solution
if ttL + l1y + Us, I1z + U4 + U6- In this case the resulting
macroscopic accelerations ofthe nodal points are identical to
those calculated as direct vector sums of the microscopic in
terparticle forces..

m

(8)
In Eq. (8)Pm is the mass density and m is the atomic mass.
The similarities in the energy and the accelerations sug
gest that our microscopic Hamiltonian closely resembles the
continuum energy function while still retaining the essential
nonlinearities that permit defects to propagate through the
atomic lattice.
For real materials the first-neighbor interaction would
be fitted to integrated pressure-volume data, and the shear
modulus would be most easily described by a noncentral
(angle-dependent) force among triples of near neighbors.
The melting transition for our crystal can be estimated
by using Ross's analog of Lindemann's (three-dimensional)
melting rule27 in two dimensions. Because melting points of
two-dimensional crystals have not received much study, we
use the rough approximation that the quasiharmonic free
volume integral is equal to the hard-disk free volume 28 at the
melting point, approximately 0.026d 2.

III. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Eshelby 29 calculated the time-dependent displacement
. field corresponding to the propagation ofan edge dislocation
in a linear elastic medium. His solution can be used as an
external boundary condition and also as an initial guess in
atomistic calculations.

(4)

For our model, with interparticle force constant K and

valid for extensions less than the maximum-force extension
w. If we represent the displacement field u(r) within any
(nearly equilateral) triangle of nodal points by the piecewise
linear function

mass density Pm = tv'3m/3d 2, Eshelby's solution takes the
form:

i<j

u(r) =

Uo

+ A·r,

(5)

this microscopic energy [Eq. (4)] is identical to (assuming
831
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ux =(dhr)(c/v)2 [tan- 1(Y.Jl/x')-a 2 tan-l (j3y/x') ],

uy=(dl1r)(c/v)2[ r In(x'2+ ry)1I2
- (a Z/ {3) In(x'2 +{3 2y2)112] ,
Hoover, Hoover, and Moss
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(ii) by using time-dependent displacements to straight
en the crystal boundaries gradually'!;
(iii) by using the exact solution from elasticity theory l2.
Method (i) is the simplest.

FIG, 4. Dislocation core structures obtained as wid. is reduced from 0, 175
to 0.10, The highly strained region in the center contains fewer pairs of
interacting particles as the range of the attractive forces is decreased, The
structures shown correspond to 0,1,2, and 3 "broken" bonds. The Lennard
Jones dislocation core is somewhat wider and corresponds to five or six
broken bonds.

~(V/Ct)>'

(9)

f32 = I - (v/c,)2,
r2

=

1

(V/c])2,

3

2

gKd /m,
9

sKd 2/m.
The variable x' = x - vt gives the location of the displace
ment field (ux,u) relative to an edge dislocation moving at
velocity (v,O).
There are difficulties associated with using Eshelby's
solution as a boundary condition, First, it is not known in
advance where to place the dislocation in the crystal lattice.
Different dislocation cores arise from different choices, Sec
ond, it is unknown at what speed the dislocation will travel.
If that speed is actually faster than the transverse sound
speed; then Eshelby's solution does not exist, while others
do. An advantage of the Eshelby solution is that the shear
strain vanishes far from the dislocation and the energy of the
crystal is only logarithmically divergent with crystal size,
An alternative boundary condition, no more difficult to
implement, is the flat boundary used previously to study
fracture. JD Here, the strains are nonzero far from the disloca
tion so that the energy diverges linearly with the system
length. It is shown below that for sufficiently large systems
the core structure is independent of the chosen boundary
conditions. For systems convenient in computer calcula
tions the core-structure number dependence is reduced by
using Eshelby's boundary displacements. Flat boundaries
are better suited to studying propagation. Boundaries corre
sponding to fixed stresses are less useful because they lead to
nonsteady dislocation propagation.
We have initiated flat-boundary problems in three dif
ferent ways:
~i)

by multiplying Eshelby's solution by cos2 (rry/2h),
where 2h is the system height;
832
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A relaxation process of some kind mustthen be used to
find the interior initial state consistent with the boundary
conditions. A simple way of performing the relaxation is to
introduce viscous damping into the equations of motion.
Dynamical problems can be'similarly started to achieve an
approximate steady-state configuration. If the dislocation is
assumed to move along the x axis with speed v, then the
displacement field depends, in the steady state, onx' =x vI,
with x located in the unstrained coordinate system. The ac
celeration can then be written in terms of the displacement
vector u:
(10)
In order to use Eq. (10) it is convenient to make the
further approximation of replacing the second derivative by
a centered second difference.
The relaxed configuration actually obtained depends
on the way the relaxation is carried out. In practice, even
with the simple forces chosen here for systematic study, sev
eral initial conditions can be obtained for a given force law,
as a result of the relaxation calculation.
Figure 4 shows some of the static core structures found
for our piecewise-linear force law. These core structures can
conveniently be characterized in terms of the number of
pairs of interacting particles. For forces extending to 1. 3 Sdo
the number of interacting pairs is the same as that in the
perfect crystal. For shorter-ranged forces, the number of
such interactions can be reduced by 1,2,3,.". This increasing
reduction corresponds to increasing dislocation core width.
To estimate the effect of "realistic" anharmonicity, we have
carried out parallel calculations for a modified Lennard
Jones 12-6 potential. Our modification decreases the attrac
tive force to zero linearly between (13/7)116 do = do + wand
do + 2w. The Lennard-Jones dislocation core is relatively
wide, with five "broken" bonds.
.
The Rosenstock-Newell model produces a much larger
variation ofstrain with force range and has been applied only
to extended dislocation cores. Because the major difference
between those calculations HO and our own is the coupling
between the horizontal and vertical displacements, leading
to substantial motion (Sec. VI) normal to the glide plane, we
believe that the lack ofcoupling in the oversimplified Rosen
stock -Newell calculations is responsible for underestimating
the Peierls-Nabarro strains. More definite conclusions will
follow from three-dimensional calculations with realistic po
tentials. The range of dislocation core widths from about d
(in the harmonic case) to several times d (in the realistic case)
is similar to that found in bubble-raft simulations 5 by varying
the bubble diameter.

IV. PEIERlS-NABARRO STRAINS
The Peierls-Nabarro strain is the minimum shear strain
Hoover, Hoover, and Moss
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To relax the crystal one could use Maxwellian dashpots
in parallel with the interatomic forces, This would be equiv
alent to using a complex force constant in the dynamical
calculations. It is much simpler to use Stokes-Einstein
damping, as if the particles were immersed in a bath of vis
cous fluid. Then the equation of motion for each particle has
the form
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I2l

where {; is a microscopic friction coefficient. The corre
sponding macroscopic equation of motion is

I2l
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FIG. 5. Variation ofstrain in the most highly strained bond in a crystal with
w=O.175do. The total height ofthe system is measured in units of do. All of
the points shown correspond to crystals with the same shape (6n columns
and 4n rows of particles). The data show that core-strain size dependence is
greater with flat boundaries
than with Eshe1by-solution boundaries (*).

Q

required to initiate dislocation motion in a static lattice con
taining a single dislocation. The strain necessary to propa
gate a static dislocation depends on the core structure of the
dislocation. It is not necessarily the least-energy criterion
which determines the core structure. In addition to the vis
cous damping process, the initial structure of the crystal is
required. Dynamical propagation calculations, in which a
moving dislocation stops, are reliable guides. We determined
core structures by careful study of a series of 24 X 16 particle
crystals with boundaries fixed according to Eshelby's zero
velocity solution of the elastic equations. Figure 5 shows the
variation of dislocation core strain with system size. The
large-system limiting strain can be obtained within 1% by
using a system about 16 atoms wide with flat boundaries and
piecewise-linear forces, Using Eshelby's solution a system
only half as wide is sufficient. The calculations also show
that the core structure reaches the same limit for both types
of boundary, even though the displacement field is long
range, varying as lnr far from the dislocation.
The dependence of dislocation core strain on system
5, is less marked than might be expected
seen in
from the analytic solution for the motion of a screw disloca
tion
an elastic strip.JZ The analytic solution shows
that the strain in a simple cubic crystal bond across the slip
plane deviates from the large-system limit by a term of order
Uh rather than 1/h 2, where 2h is the height ofthe crystal.
above the Peierls-Nabarro
lABIJ".'''''' on
with the dislocation core
either of two positions separated by half a
:>fJi~I,.;IHg. '{N e found that r;r the range of forces consid
one or two of the possible
~~'"--'".J occurred as Ii dislocation
structures varied in
way
The determination of
core
833
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\l.(J

{;Pmu/m,

(12)

It is interesting to see that the damping constant {; must vary
with system size as 1/L, rather than L, in order to speed
convergence for the spectrum of frequencies found in an
LXL system.

Estimates, from 24 X 16 atom crystals, for the Peierls
N abarro strain are shown in Fig, 6. Infinite-crystal strains
would be slightly lower, particularly for the shorter-range
forces. The data points shown would lie on four separate
curves, These curves correspond to the four core structures
illustrated in Fig. 4, The pentagonai core found with 2w/do
equal to 0,26,0.27, or 0,28 is particularly stable, Strains
higher than one-fourth the theoretical strength ofthe crystal
are required in order to destabilize it, The Peierls-Nabarro
strains found are considerably larger than those expected in
three-dimensional crystals. As a result considerable energy
is stored in the lattice prior to propagation, If we estimate the
melting point by setting the two-dimensional hard disk en
tropy or free volume equal to that calculated (in the harmon
ic approximation) for our system, we get melting tempera
turesofO.Ol6 and 0,012, respectively, in units ofKd iYk. The
stored energy in a crystal at the soft-force Peierls-Nabarro
strain corresponds to a few percent of the melting energy,
2NkTm . The Lennard-lones Peierls-Nabarro strain, about
0.006, based on estimates from 96 X 24 atom crystals, corre

IT

a::

I
(f)

RMRX/D
FIG. 6. Variation ofPeieris-Nabarro strain 1Nith force range. The data
shown refer to crystals of24 X 16= 384 atoms. The boundary particles
lixed at locations given by Eshelby's solution ofthe elastic equations and the
crystals 'Here then allowed to reiax for 1500 time steps [dt=O.l(m/K)'!2].
Results are net shown for
of rma~ = do + 2w
to st;:'lbJe
pentagonal dislocation core.
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TABLE I. Dislocation propagation results with (i) piecewise-linear forces and (ii) modified 12-6 Lennard·Jones forces. N = columns X rows is the total
number of particles; E is the mean shear strain, dU,ldy; and v is the steady propagation velocity. The range of the forces rmax is do + 2w, with
wid. (13/7)1/6 - I in the modified Lennard-Jones case. In the relaxation phase preceding propagation a friction coefficient of (; = 16(Km)1/2/(number of
rows)" was used. All of these calculations used the fiat fixed-displacement boundaries described in the text.
Piecewise-linear forces'
N

rml.lx/do
€

u(mIKd 2)1/2

N

48X8

1.30

0.053
0.060
0.053
0.060
0.070
0.080
0.090
0.100
0.060

0.32
0.33
0.30
0.32
0.34
0.36
0.38
0.40
0.32

48X12

0.053
0.060
0.070
0.080
0.090
0.100
0.043
0.049
0.055
0.061
0.064
0.065
0,062
0.048
0,049
0,059
0.065
0.074

0.31
0.32
0.34
0.36
0.39
0.40
0.35 b
0.35 b
0.36 b

48X16

64X 16
96X 16

1.20
1.21
1.22
1.23
1.24
1.25
1.29
1.31
1.32
1.33
1.34
1.35

0.32b
0.32b
0.32
0.34
0,29
0.27
0,29
0.30

96X12

192X 12
96X24

144X36

Modified Lennard-Jones
u(mIKd ' )1I2
E
0.010
0.020
0.030
0.040
0.050
0.050
0.008
0.010
0.Q15
0.020
0.030
0.040
0.050

0.61
0.96
0.97
1.10
1.11"
1.23"
0.41
0.45
0.71
0.80
0.94
1.08
1.19

0.015
0.006
0.008
0.010
0.Q15
0.020
0.020
0.030
0.040
0.050
0.008

0.75
0.34
0.36
0.37
0.41
0.47'
0.61'
0.80
0.94
1.06
0,32

.-.

0,:)0

"Velocity increased after propagating 15do•
bVeloeity prior to structural" change.

cVelocity increased after propagating 2Odo.

sponds to a stored energy an order of magnitude less relative
to the melting transition.

stages, determining the propagation velocity for dislocations
at a fixed value of the shear strain.

The Peierls-Nabarro strains found limit the dislocation
density by excluding dislocations from relatively large.areas,
particularly in the Lennard-Jones case. Within these areas
the shear strains induced are large enough to cause pairs of
interacting dislocations either to separate or to annihilate if
they occupy the same glide plane. In a clever computer ex
periment Cotterill studied the saturation of a three-dimen
sional Lennard-Jones solid with dislocations. By increasing
the density of dislocations he was able to model a (possibly
metastable) fluid phase. 33

To study dislocation propagation it is desirable to de
velop boundary conditions which yield a steady solution.
The flat fixed-displacement boundaries will do this and, be
cause these boundaries tend to increase the core strain slight
ly, are able to propagate dislocations at the Peierls-Nabarro
strain found from the Eshelby-solution static calculations.

V. PROPAGATION VELOCITY AND CLIMB
A systematic development of macroscopic models for
plastic flow involves at least two stages. First, the response of
individual dislocations to local stress (stress at the disloca
tion core) must be determined. At a given stress level, how
fast does the dislocation move, and with what effective mass?
Second, the collective behavior of many interacting disloca
tions, treated individually as particles, must be described in
an averaged way, in order to simulate work hardening and
stress relaxation. Here, we investigate the first of these two
834
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Our propagation calculations typically make use of a
crystal at least four times as long as the crystal height. Ex
ploratory caleulations indicate that further lengthening has
only a small effect on dislocation velocity when piecewise
linear forces are used. Size effects are much more severe in
the anharmonic Lennard-Iones case. See Table I for a com
pilation of the. propagation results.
Each propagation calculation is initiated by allowing a
dislocation near one end of the crystal to relax, for a few
hundred time steps, using the Stokes-Einstein damping of
Eq. (11). Then the friction constant {; is set to zero and the
dislocation is allowed to propagate normally. In a typical
case a relatively steady velocity is obtained after a time of five
Einstein vibrational periods. The progress of the dislocation
down the length of the crystal is most easily followed by
Hoover, Hoover, and Moss
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For any force law the "normal" regime( s) just described
must give way to more complex irregularities at sufficiently
large strains. Both transonic propagation, at velocities be"
tween ct and c" and dislocation "climb" can occur. The tran
sonic propagation is not predicted by continuum elasticity
(the displacements at the dislocation core diverge at the
transverse sound speed in Eshe1by's solution). The 96 X 24
atom Lennard-Jones results indicate transonic propagation
at a strain of 0.02. Distinctly larger strains are required with
piecewise-linear forces .
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sults are shown for a 96 X 24 particle crystaL

monitoring changes in the relative x separation of two neigh
boring particles on opposite sides of the glide plane. Fluctu
ations in propagation velocity are typically small, and an
average value can be determined with an uncertainty of
0.01do(Klm)!l2.
The dependence of these average velocities on the range
and type of forces can be seen in Table I. For long-range
piecewise-linear forces, steady propagation occurs at veloci
ties near one-half the transverse sound speed. For relatively
small strains (exceeding the Peierls-Nabarro strain) "nor
mal" propagation occurs and the velocity increases smooth
ly with strain. Figure 7 illustrates this dependence for both
the piecewise-linear and Lennard-Jones forces. Over a suffi
ciently small range of strain, Gilman's empirical equation,

vic = exp(£o/E),

In dislocation climb, another nonlinear phenomenon,
the moving "extra" column of particles, which ends at the
dislocation, extracts atoms from the lattice, extending the
column length and leaving a trail oflattice vacancies behind.
Figure 8 illustrates climb for the piecewise-linear forces with
w=0.15do• Normal propagation occurs, in 96X24-atom
strips, for 0.053 < £ < 0.11. At £=0.11 the vibrational ampli
tude in the core becomes large enough to form a vacancy in
the dilated region below the dislocation (see Fig. 9). In some
cases steady climb is observed. The spacing between vacan
cies in those cases shows that the climb velocity is typically
about one-tenth the propagation velocity.
Despite the intrinsic atomic character of climb it is pos
sible to "predict" its occurrence at high speeds from contin
uum mechanics. A dislocation might be expected to travel in
that direction which minimizes the strain energy of the un
derlying crystaL This direction corresponds to the maxi
mum value of the dislocation's shear stress (Tr8' The depen
dence of (Tre on velocity and (), relative to the glide-plane
direction, can be obtained directly from Eshelby's solution.
One finds that at low velocities, up to about !c t , the shear
stress is greatest directly ahead of the moving dislocation
«() = 0). At higher velocities the maximum shear stress moves
to higher angles, reaching the next glide-plane direction
«()=:'1T)
at about
Changes in the direction of maximum
3
"
tensile stress with velocity have been used to interpret the

(13)

where c and £0 are constants, can be used to describe the data.
The constants c and Eo vary from about ic, to more than C1
and from 0.01 to 0.03 for the forces we have investigated.
(The c appearing in the analogous equation in Ref. 31 refers
to the longitudinal rather than transverse sound speed.)

~

At a given strain the more "realistic" Lennard-Jones
forces result in higher velocities. This velocity is also more
strain sensitive, presumably because the Lennard-Jones core
structure is smoother, as described in Sec. VI. The gross
features of the Lennard-Jones data could be described as a
power-law dependence, with vic 0: E2I3. Closer inspection of
the data suggests that two different velocity regimes (with a
transition, probably depending on system width, linking the
two) are involved. Occasionally (two cases are shown in Ta
ble I) steady propagation at two different speeds is observed,
with a sharp transition between the two, all during a single
propagation calculation with £=duxldy fixed.
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FIG. 8. Snapshot of a crystal illustrating dislocation climb. The dislocation
is moving from left to right and was originally gliding along the center line
of the crystal. The vacancy near the left-hand side of the figure was created
when the moving dislocation extracted the corresponding particle from the
crystal and shifted to the next-lower glide plane.
Hoover, Hoover. and Moss
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RMAX/O=1.30

V/CL=O.29

x

cording to the continuum point of view, the structure of a
moving dislocation is highly symmetric. Individual particle
trajectories above and below the glide plane by equal
amounts are identical and are also symmetric about the dis
location core. The dashed lines in Fig. 9 show calculated
trajectories, from Eshelby's continuum solution, for typical
particles lying above (or below) the dislocation glide plane
by (3/16) I12d o• The above-plane trajectories are traced out
from left to right with du xldi positive. Below-plane displace
ments are traced out from right to left. The calculated ampli
tude of the motion normal to the glide plane is relatively
large and increases to infinity as v approaches Cr
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FIG. 9. Particle trajectories near the dislocation core. The dashed lines
correspond to Eshelby's analytic solution of the linear-elastic equation of
motion. The soHd lines are trajectories of 10 particles in a crystalline strip 12
rows high. The upper trajectories are traced out from left to right in the
compressed portion of the crystal. The lower trajectories correspond to
motion in the dilated region and are traced out frOID right to left.

irregular movement of cracks in response to tensile
stresses. J4.35

In the exact nonlinear computer calculations, actual
particle trajectories at low speeds and with soft repulsive
forces do resemble the linear-elastic continuum predictions.
The piecewise-linear-force trajectories shown in Fig. 9 for
w=O.15do illustrate this close correspondence. In spite of
the close correspondence ofthe trajectories, three qualitative
differences in symmetry can be seen: first, particles in the
compressed region above the glide plane are displaced more
than are those below; second, there is a marked loss of the
time-reversal symmetry of the continuum solution; third,
the tangled portions of the trajectories shown in Fig. 9 corre
spond to thermal vibrations absent from the continuum
,solution.
In the nearly harmonic case only, the continuum parti
cle trajectories can be used to estimate approximate disloca
tion propagation velocities. Such estimates are desirable be
cause continuum mechanics by itself cannot select the
correct propagation velocity for a particular strain. (All sub
sonic velocities are possible in the linear continuum theory.)
We can estimate propagation velocity by comparing inertial
accelerations from continuum trajectories, iic v2(iPuIJx 2),
with the accelerations calculated from the interatomic
forces, ua=F(u)/m. If we insist that the peak accelerations
normal to the glide plane correspond-max(iiy)c=max
(u)a-then we obtain a reasonable order-of-magnitude esti
mate for the velocity v.
With anharmonic interatomic forces, differences be
tween continuum and molecular dynamic trajectories are
even greater. As shown in Fig. 9, motion in the vertical (v)
direction is reduced, with particles below the glide plane dis
placed downward as well as upward. In the very-high-veloc
ity regime the trajectories are particularly smooth, and the
near symmetry of above-plane and below-plane trajectories
is lost.
The flattening of trajectories relative to Eshelby's con
tinuum solution is qualitatively consistent with the high
speeds found with steeply anharmonic Lennard-Jones
forces. If motion in the perpendicular (v) directions is pre
vented altogether, by setting y equal to zero, then the linear
elastic solution

u

u~

V!.
The

·nr.r.--.!l,rn<>tp

disiocationcore structure found from

continuum mechanics is 81gmI1Canti.y
try from the exact molecular
836
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x"

(d 121r){ tan'l[siny" /(expx" - cosy")]

= 1r(x -

vt )/V3yh;

= rrylh

I,
(14)

is essentially (apart from a different scaling ofthex
that
found for a moving screw dislocation. n The
longituHoover, Hoover, and Moss
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dinal solution (14) exists for all velocities up to Ct. As that
speed is approached the Lorentz contraction of the x dis
placement r=[1-(v/cy]\/2 becomes singular.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
Modern computers can treat the initiation, propaga
tion, and structure of individual edge dislocations in atomis
tic crystals using realistic interatomic forces. In order to car
ry out the calculations two different kinds of boundary
conditions are useful:
(i) boundaries based on the solution of the linear elastic
equation of motion make it possible to use viscous dissipa
tion schemes to determine accurate Peierls-Nabarro strains
for the initiation of dislocation motion;
(ii) fixed-displacement flat boundaries make it possible
to follow steady-state propagation, at fixed stress levels, over
sufficiently long time intervals for accurate determinations
of dislocation velocity and core structure.

The two kinds of boundary conditions predict identical
core structures for sufficiently large crystallites. At the high
strain levels likely to be realized under shock-loading condi
tions, high propagation velocities are found, particularly
with interatomic forces incorporating realistic
anharmonicity.
Under thermodynamic conditions that correspond to
softer effective interatomic forces the piecewise-linear prop
agation results lead us to expect slower flow and stress relax
ation due to the localized structure of the dislocation core.
Extremely stable core structures can result with soft repul
sive forces which accentuate the importance of motion per
pendicular to the glide plane.
Future studies will focus on the effective mass and drag
dissipation in the vicinity of moving dislocations. These
studies will enhance our understanding of the materials' de
formation by incorporating microscopic calculations into a
more nearly macroscopic description of high-frequency
plastic flow.
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